Served his Time? The Ched Evans Dilemma
FIVE YEARS FOR SOCCER RAPIST

£3m striker's sordid sex attack on drunk girl
He celebrates in dock as pal is cleared by jury

A FOOTBALLER who raped a drunk girl in a hotel room following a night out was jailed for five years yesterday.

The 23-year-old footballer, who cannot be named for legal reasons, was found guilty of the attack on a 17-year-old girl.

The victim, who cannot be named for legal reasons, was on holiday in Spain with her family when the assault occurred.

The trial, which lasted three days, heard how the footballer and his friends had spent the night drinking at a bar before returning to their hotel room.

The victim was woken by the footballer and his friends, who forced her to have sex with them.

The victim, who was too drunk to resist, was later found in the hotel room with the footballer and his friends.

The footballer, who has been suspended by his club, was found guilty of rape and sentenced to five years in prison.

Chester Youth to Wales Star

The victim, who was 17 at the time of the assault, said she was too drunk to remember the details of the attack.

She told the trial: "I was too drunk to remember anything. I remember being in a room with several people, including the footballer. I remember being touched inappropriately, but I don't remember anything else.

"I don't remember anything else. I don't remember getting undressed or anything else. I just remember being in a room with several people, including the footballer."
Ok. Sheffield Utd aren't listening. Feminists are about to take this off the page and onto the streets. #ChedEvans
Who's in? Details to come
Ein Vergewaltiger als Fußballprofi?

Ched Evans saß im Gefängnis, weil er eine Frau vergewaltigt hatte. Jetzt will er wieder Profifußballer sein, findet aber keinen Verein. Ganz England fragt sich: zu Recht?

Von Anna Dreher
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Loathsome Evans must never wear United shirt again

CHED EVANS is a scumbag rapist. He raped a teenage girl when she was blind drunk – too drunk to consent to sex.

He had a girlfriend at the time, but that didn't matter. The Sheffield United star just wanted to abuse a young girl in no condition to say no.

Thankfully, video showed her, weaving in and out of Evans's mate, Clayton McDonald, brought her into their hotel.

Footballer McDonald, who had earlier met the 11-year-old as she staggered out of a takeaway restaurant, had texted his longtime pal to tell him he had “got a bird.”

Evans, who had booked the room at the Premier Inn near Rhyl, North Wales, was lying in wait.

He pounced on his victim after McDonald, who was found not guilty, had sex with her.

In a last act of vile cowardice and dishonour, the rapist bunked off by running away out of a fire escape.

Evans's despicable behaviour included allowing his scumbag friends to stand outside the window of the hotel room and try to film the drunk girl as he forced himself on her.

I have no idea why those other men haven't been prosecuted. Did the victim OK them trying to spy on her and film her while she was raped?

A cowardly and abusive woman-hater

No chance. She woke up naked in the Premier Inn alone and afraid, with no idea what had happened to her.

Evans is a loathsome, low-life piece of dirt, an abuser who was up for not just raping and humiliating an innocent girl, whose only crime was to have a few bevies too many, but to allow his mates to try to film it on their phones.

It's a blessing the jury sent him away and that he served a prison sentence for rape – though only half of the five years handed down.

Some of his sick followers and “fans” on Twitter were arrested for naming the teenager, who, as a rape victim, is entitled to anonymity.

When I was an MP my office compiled hundreds of tweets naming the victim and supplied them to South Wales Police.

That's the kind of “follower” this rapist and criminal young man attracts and without a statement of apology or remorse for raping a teenager. Evans’s attitude fuels encouraging the Twitter trolls to go after his young victim again.

He isn't fit to play for British football, which has been good on saying NO to racism, needs to say NO to woman-hurting rapists again.
Jessica Ennis Hill is a stupid [redacted]. Saying she will remove her name if Ched evens is signed. I hope he rapes her!!
Just bumped into Mike Tyson in the hotel lobby as I was randomly talking about him! I chickened out on asking for a photo...damn ;-)
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